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A characterization is given of the class of operators which commute with the 
core of a nest algebra module its Jacobson radical, and of those projections 
which commute with every member of the nest algebra modulo its radical. 
A precise description is given of those operators which commute modulo the 
radical with every member of the nest algebra of a nonatomic nest of uniform 
multiplicity one. 
Much significant progress has been made in recent years on the charac- 
terization of non self-adjoint operators and operator algebras acting on Hilbert 
space in terms of their invariant subspaces. This paper is concerned with 
structure and related properties of certain of these algebras: the nest algebras 
of J. R. Ringrose. 
In 1963 Ringrose [6] introduced a theory of reflexive algebras with totally- 
ordered invariant subspace lattices which he called nest algebras. These include 
the most tractable of the maximal triangular algebras: the hyper-intransitive 
ones. An important result of Ringrose is a characterization of the Jacobson 
radical of an arbitrary nest algebra which proves very useful in this paper. 
The core of a nest algebra is the von Neumann algebra generated by the 
self-adjoint projections on the members of its nest. We define the R-commutant 
of the core to be the class of all operators that commute with every member 
of the core modulo the Jacobson radical of the nest algebra. Observing that 
members of the radical behave like compact operators in a certain sense, and 
utilizing some of the techniques of B. Johnson and S. Parrott in their charac- 
terization of the essential commutant of a commutative von Neumann algebra 
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acting on Hilbert space [2], it is shown that the R-cornmutant of the core 
of a nest algebra is the direct sum of the algebraic commutant of the core and the 
Jacobson radical. Also, a precise description is given of those projections that 
commute with every member of the nest algebra modulo its radical. 
Next, we consider the R-center of a nest algebra: the class of operators that 
commute with every member of the nest algebra modulo its Jacobson radical. 
A precise description of the R-center is given for an important special case 
in terms of a certain C*-algebra which we term the algebra of essentially 
continuous functions. By a result of Kadison and Singer [3] this characterization 
is applicable to a rather wide class of nests in separable Hilbert space. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Following Ringrose [6], a family .,Y of closed subspaces of a Hilbert space 
H is called a nest if it is totally ordered by inclusion. X is termed complete if: 
(i) (0) and H are members of X, 
(ii) given any subnest M’ the subspaces V {N: N EN’} and A (N: N E J’} 
are members of M. 
We use the symbol “C_” for set inclusion, “C” being reserved for proper 
inclusion. 
If N E Jlr, N f (0), write i’V_ = V {L EN: L C N), and set N_ = (0) for 
N = (0). If N- # N we term N- the immediate predecessor of N in M. Also, 
ifN#HwriteN+=A{MEX:MT)N},andsetN+=HforN=H.If 
N+ # N we term N+ the immediate successor of N. 
The core %‘J of a complete nest X is the weak closure of the algebra generated 
by the self-adjoint projections on the members of Jlr. Since these projections 
commute, %x is an abelian von Neumann algebra. 
We shall define a nest to be muZtiplicity free if its core is a m.a.s.a. (i.e., if ..M 
has uniform multiplicity one), nonatomic if its core contains no minimal projec- 
tions, and purely atomic if its core is generated by its minimal projections. 
If {Q, <} is a totally ordered set, the sets (a, b) = {c E Q: a < c < b} form 
a base for a topology on Sz called the order topology. A complete nest is compact 
in its order topology. (See [6], p. 63, and [4], p. 162, problem c.) 
If N is a nest in H the associated nest algebra GZx is defined to be the class 
of all bounded linear operators which leave invariant each member of .M. 
As the projections on the members of X commute they are all contained in 
O?v . Since GYx is weakly closed, L& r> %?x . 
The diagonal of a nest algebra 02x is the von Neumann algebra 9~ = 
G& n 0&. Clearly 9x >_ %x , In fact 9J = %‘> , so 9~ is abelian if and 
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only if %‘x is a m.a.s.a. (i.e., iff X is multiplicity free), and in that case Z3x = 
‘3~ . In general %‘x is the center of 9x . 
The following simple observation will be useful. 
LEMMA. Let JV be a nest in a Hilbert space H, and let N be an arbitrary 
member of Jlr. If A is an operator with support in N-L and range in N then A 
leaves every member of JV invariant, so A E Q!x . 
Proof. Fix M EM. If MC N then AM = (0) C M. If M 3 N, then 
AMCNCM. So AMCMfor every MEN. 
The Jacobson radical of an arbitrary algebra is defined to be the intersection 
of the kernels of all strictly transitive representations of the algebra [5]. A right 
or left ideal in a Banach algebra fl is (nil, topologically nil) if each of its elements 
is (nilpotent, quasinilpotent). The following theorem is a statement of well 
known properties of the radical of a Banach algebra. (See e.g., [5], p. 57.) 
THEOREM. The radical R of a Banach algebra csl is a closed 2-sided topologically 
nil ideal; R contains every topologically nil left or right ideal in CY. 
If Q? is a Banach algebra with identity then it is apparent from the above 
theorem that 
R = {B E GE AB is quasinilpotent, A E a> 
= (B E 08 BA is quasinilpotent, A E GI}. 
Also, if a(A) denotes the spectrum of A in Gl? then o(A + B) = o(A), A E a, 
B E R. 
We will denote the radical of the nest algebra GQ- by Rx . 
It is easily shown that if .,V is a nest in a finite dimensional Hilbert space 
thenG&=Z@~@R~, and -,V is multiplicity free iff it is a maximal nest. 
Neither of these remain valid if the underlying Hilbert space is infinite 
dimensional. Indeed, Ringrose [6] has proven that CZJRx is never abelian 
if the underlying Hilbert space is infinite dimensional. Also, an example is 
easily constructed of a maximal nest that is not multiplicity free. 
Now let H = L2([0, 11; p) where t,~ is some finite Bore1 measure on the unit 
interval, and for t c [0, l] let Nt = L2([0, t]; CL) regarded as a subspace of H. 
If p is nonatomic then Jlr = (N,: 0 < t ,< l} is a complete nest. (The spaces 
Nt are not necessarily distinct; the distinct members form a complete nest.) 
If p has atoms then the completion ofM will contain certain additional subspaces 
L2([0, t); IL). In either case the core ‘%‘M is the multiplication algebra Lm([O, 11; CL). 
(Or more precisely, %‘x = {M,: f ELM} where M, is the operator defined by 
M,g = fg, g gL2.) It is well known that this is maximal abelian in 9(H), 
hence JY is multiplicity free. 
Nests M, .M on Hilbert spaces H, K are said to be unitarily equivalent if 
there is a unitary transformation U: H + K such that &Z = {UN: N EN). 
SW3 I /3-z 
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In this case the nest algebras a,- , GY& are unitarily equivalent, for then 
lM,u* =a&. It can be shown that every complete multiplicity free nest 
on separable Hilbert space is unitarily equivalent to (the completion of) one 
of the nests in the above example for an appropriate TV, [3]. 
The special case where p is Lebesgue measure is of particular interest. 
Denote this nest by JV[O, l] and the corresponding nest algebra by T[O, 11. 
Recall that a nest is nonatomic if its core contains no minimal projections. 
It is a result of Kadison and Singer [3] that every complete nonatomic multi- 
plicity free nest on separable Hilbert space is unitarily equivalent to N[O, 11. 
1. THE RADICAL, AND QUOTIENTS OF NEST ALGEBRAS 
If 0J is a Banach algebra with norm Ij . // and with 9 a closed two sided ideal, 
we will for notational simplicity sometimes regard the quotient norm on g//4 
as a seminorm on @ which we will term the “quotient” seminorm induced 
by 9. To be precise, this seminorm is defined by /I A I/@ = inf{lI A + x 11: x E 33, 
A E Ol. 
If El ,..., E,, are mutually orthogonal projections in Z(H) and if A, ,..., A,, E 
9(H) then /(C E,A,E, 11 = maxi II EIA,Ei /I. There is an analogous result for 
quotients of arbitrary closed subalgebras of 8(H) which will be useful. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let 62 be a closed subalgebra of Z(H), let 9 be a closed two 
sided ideal in 67, and let 11 +Ijp be the quotient seminorm induced by 9. If El ,..., Em 
are mutually orthogonalprojections in rYand if A, ,..., A, E GZ then I/ C EiAiEi /IQ = 
max, II J%&% Ila . 
Proof. For B, ,..., B, E 3, II C &UA llq B II C Ed& + &I 4 II = maxi 
II $(A, + Bi) Ei II = maxi // E,(E,A,E, + Bi) Ei II < maxi II E,A,E, + Bi 11. 
Hence 11 C EiAiEi lip < maxi /I EiAiEi [IQ. 
NOW write /I EjAjE* lip = /I Ej(C E,A,EJ Ej /IQ < II C EiA& Ilg, thus ob- 
taining the reverse inequality. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let G2! be a closed subalgebra of 9(H) and suppose P is an 
idempotent contained in GI whose range is invariant under 0?. Let R be the Jacobson 
radical of fl. Then PA - AP E R for every A E ad. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that the image of P under 
any transitive representation of 02 must be either 0 or the identity. A short 
computational proof is instructive, however. By hypothesis PAP = AP, 
A E 02. Fix A and let S = PA - AP. If B E 6Y then 
SBS = (PA - AP) B(PA - AP) 
= PABPA - PABAP - APBPA + APBAP 
= ABPA - ABAP - ABPA + ABAP = 0. 
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So if T = C B,SC< then Ta = 0. The principal ideal generated by S is hence 
nil, so is contained in R. 
DEFINITION 1.3. If 9 is a closed two-sided ideal in the closed subalgebra 0’ 
of L?‘(H), define 
C,(a) is thus the pre-image of the center of the quotient LY/Y under the 
canonical homorphism rr: Q! -+ a/Y, and is thus a closed subalgebra of aE. 
We call C,(a) the Y-center of UZ. 
COROLLARY 1.4. In the terminology of Lemma 1.2, C,(g) contains the closed 
subalgebra generated by all idempotents whose ranges are invariant under OJ. 
Certain questions arise naturally: Just when does C,(a) coincide with the 
closed subalgebra generated by these idempotents together with R ? When 
does C,(B) coincide with the closed subalgebra generated by OZ n lat 02 
together with R ? When is R equal to the closed linear span of the commutators 
{AP - PA: A E I?& P E G! n lat oil} ? The latter is known to be true for every 
nest algebra as an elementary consequence of a theorem of Ringrose [6]. In 
Section 5 we obtain a natural characterization of CR(7[0, 11) in terms of a 
certain C*-subalgebra of Lm[O, l] which reveals that the first two questions 
have positive answers for certain (and perhaps all) nest algebras. It is unknown 
how far these questions can be pursued in the more general setting of, say, 
reflexive operator algebras. 
If N is a closed subspace of H we denote by P(N) the self-adjoint projection 
on N. Also we reserve “c” for proper inclusion. 
DEFINITION 1.5. If X is a nest of closed subspaces of N then a self-adjoint 
projection E is an JI’-interwal (or just interval if there is no ambiguity) if E 
is of the form E = P(M) - P(N), where M, NE M and M 3 N. M, N are 
called the upper and lower end-points of E, respectively. 
Remark. The end-points of a nonzero M-interval are well defined, for 
suppose E = P(n/r,) - P(N,), i=l,2, and E#O. Then M,3E and 
N, 1 E implies Mr 3 N, , hence Mr 3 M, . Similarly M, 3 Mr. Thus 
Ml = Ma , so also Nr = N, . 
Remark. If {Ed} is a finite nondegenerate family of J-intervals (i.e., 
E,x = 0 V n implies x = 0), then an obvious construction yields a finite family 
(Fi} of mutually orthogonal X-intervals, each member of which is a sub- 
projection of some Ei , and with CFi = I. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. If fly is the nest algebra of a complete nest M in a Hilbert 
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space H, ;f  9 is a closed two-sided ideal in Q/x with the property that C,(GYx) 
contains the self-adjoint projection on each member of X, let 11 . \I0 represent the 
quotient seminorm induced by 3. Then for each A E GZx there is an NE J1’ such 
that one of the following holds: 
(i) Whenever E = P(M) - P(N), M 3 N, MEN, then 11 EAE /I4 = 
II EA IIq = II AE Iln = II A llu . 
(ii) Whenever E = P(N) - P(L), NIL, LEN, then I/ EAE /Ia = 
II -&I IL = II AE lla = II A l!q . 
Proof. The first two equalities in (i) and (ii) are obvious since E E C~(C&). 
Suppose the lemma is false. Then for some A E @x 
(i) There is an M,GX, M,, # (0), with /I P(M,,)AIj, < 11 A[/, . 
(ii) There is an L, EM, LH # H, with 11 P(L,-‘-)A [IQ. < /j A Ila 
and 
(iii) For each NE&” different from (0) and H there exist MN , L, E.K 
with L, C NC MN such that 
II(P(Miv) - W))A /Ia < II A Ilo and II(W) - W,)V Ila < II A IL . 
Let 
JN = {N’: L,,, C N’ C MN), N # (0), H 
J,,=(N’:N’CM,) 
JH = {N’: N’ 3 LH}. 
These sets are open order intervals and they cover X, so by compactness 
ofA’ in its order topology there is a finite subcover JNtl) ,..., JNtn) . The family 
of X-intervals (P(M,ti)) - P(N,)), (P(N,) - P(L,(,,)), j = l,..., n is non- 
degenerate, so there is a mutually orthogonal set E1 ,..., E,,, of X-intervals 
with C E, = I such that each Ei is a sub-projection of some (P(M,ci)) - P(N,)) 
or some (P(N,) - P(LNtI)). Hence /I E,A (IQ < [I A llQ each i, and C~(&K) 
contains all N-intervals, so II A Ilp = I/ C E,A IIn = I/ C EiAEi llQ = maxi 
(1 E,AEi /Is < // A jia , by Lemma 1.1, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Remark. In particular, Proposition 1.6 is valid for 9 = Rx , the Jacobson 
radical of GYM , by Corollary 1.4, and hence is valid whenever $ contains Rx . 
In. a sense this proposition says that under suitable conditions on the ideal Y 
the quotient norm is maximized at a “point” of X. There may be an analogous 
version of this for the case in which GZ is a reflexive algebra with a commutative 
subspace lattice. 
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2. THE R-COMMUTANT OF THE CORE 
Operators in the radical of a nest algebra behave like compact operators 
in a certain sense. This will be made more precise later. Hence techniques 
which are useful in the study of compact operators can sometimes be useful 
in the context of nest algebras with appropriate modifications. The main 
theorem of this section utilizes some of the ideas of B. Johnson and S. Parrott 
[2] in their result characterizing the essential cornmutant (i.e., modulo the 
ideal of compact operators) of a commutative von Neumann algebra acting 
on a Hilbert space. First we need some preliminaries. 
An invariant mean on a group G is a linear functional M(.) on the space 
of all bounded complex valued functions on G such that 
(1) For realj, inf{j(x): x E G} < M(j) < supIf( x E G}. 
(2) For each g E G, ifj,(x) = j(gx), then M(j,) = M(j). 
Every abelian group has an invariant mean although it is not in general 
unique unless the group is finite. (See e.g. [I].) 
Now let X be a complete nest of closed subspaces of a Hilbert space H 
with nest algebra 6YN , radical Rx and core %x . The algebraic commutant 
of $?N is denoted as usual by %Y>. As previously mentioned, %?> = 93~ . 
Remark. If E is a minimal projection in VM , then E%x consists of scalar 
multiples of E (since %‘J is abelian). So if A E gl, B E fly , then A(EBE) = 
wEBE = EBEw = (EBE)A for some complex scalar o. Hence EG&E C %>. 
Let M be an invariant mean on the unitary group % of Yx . Let 9! denote 
the ideal of trace class operators in Y(H), and identify Z(H) with (9*)* by 
writing (T, j) = Tr(Tj), T E Z(H),fe L?* . 
If A E 9(H), je 9* , denote the mean of the bounded complex valued 
function U + (U*AU, j) by MU(U*AU, j), and define $(A) E P’(H) by 
(W)>f) = Mu(U*Au,J,f), f~ -‘% . T ranslation invariance of M implies that 
lJ*yQ(A)U = #(A) for every U E %, so $(A) ~42’ = %‘> . Also, if A E%‘> 
then A commutes with every U so $(A) = A. It is easily verified that 
#: Z(H) + ?Z$r- is a linear map (in fact a projection) of norm 1. In addition, 
if B E L?(H) and A E %‘> then $(AB) = A&B), $(BA) = z,b(B)A. $ is never 
a homomorphism on 9(H) unless M is trivial. If J1’ is purely atomic then 
# is a homomorphism on 0ZJ , but in general this is not so. 4 will be useful 
as a computational device, and is called the diagonal projection. 
A derivation from a subalgebra a of L?(H) into 9(H) is a linear map 
D: 33 ---f Z(H) with D(AB) = AD(B) + D(A)B for all A, B ~37’. 
It is a result of Johnson [2] that every derivation from a C*-subalgebra 
of 8(H) into P(H) is continuous. 
If T E Y(H), define 6T: a + 2’(H) by ST(B) = BT - TB, B E 9?. Then 
6T is a derivation. 
The following lemma is taken from the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [2]. 
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LEMMA 2.1. If 58 is a commutative von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert 
space H and if D is a derivation from 39 into Z’(H), let M be an invariant mean 
on the unitary group ?% of g. Then D is given by D = ST where T is defined 
6~ (T,f) = JWU*D(U),f),fd%. 
Proof. D is necessarily bounded, so T is well defined. 
If  F”E@ then 
(VT- TV,f) = (T,fV- Vf) 
= M,(vu*D(U) - u*D(u)v, f) 
= Mu(~~*D(U),f) - J4i,(u*D(UQ,f) + K@P’),f) 
= M#‘u*D(U),f) - Mw(vJJ’*WQ,f) + (WOf) 
= (D(V,f) 
for all f  E L?* (where W = UV). So D(V) = 6T( V). So since 49 is the linear 
span of its unitary elements, D agrees with 6T on .9?. 
LEMMA 2.2. In the terminology of Lemma 2.1, ;f  also D = 6T, for some 
Tl E Y(H), the relationship between T and Tl is just T = Tl - $(T,), where 
$ is the projection from Z(H) onto 9l’ defined by ($(A), f) = M,( U*AU, f  ), 
A E Z(H), f  E 6p* . In particular $(T) = 0. 
Proof. 
(T,f) = K,(U*D(U),f) = &(U*(UT, - T,U),f) 
= M,(T, - u*ll,U,f) = (Tl ,f) - (+(T),f) 
So T = Tl - #(Tl). 
Remark. This shows that if Tl is an arbitrary operator in 9(H) then 
WN*STdIJ),f) = (Tl - #(TJ,f),f E -%. 
DEFINITION 2.3. If  JV is a complete nest in a Hilbert space H we define 
the R-commutant of the core of JV to be 
~~~ = {B E Gi!x: BA - AB E RN for every A E %‘x}. 
Remark. If  the underlying Hilbert space is finite dimensional then the 
Wedderburn decomposition GYx = 9~ @ RJY. shows that ‘%‘M~ = CQ and 
that Qlx/Rx is abelian in case JV is multiplicity free. As previously mentioned, 
Rmgrose [6] has shown that CZ!N/RJF is never abelian if the underlying Hilbert 
space is infinite dimensional. The study of %?xR was originally motivated 
by the wish to determine if the image of the core under the canonical map 
@,+,- + &+,-/Rx is maximal abelian in 0l~lR~ in case .N is multiplicity free. 
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That this is indeed the case, even if H is inseparable, is a consequence of the 
next theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let JV be a complete nest of closed subspaces of a Hilbert 
space H. Then q&R = 9~ @ Rx . 
Proof. 9M 0 RN is a topologically nil ideal in 9~ . But 9~ is a von 
Neumann algebra so is semisimple, [5]. Hence 9~ n RJT = (0). The inclusion 
“5” is immediate since 9~ = %?> . So we must show that if B E GZx and if 
AB - BA E RJI~ for every A E %y then necessarily BE 9~ + RN. (We 
will show that B - y%(B) E RN .) 
Let T = B - 4(B), and let D = 6B = 6T. Note that $(T) = 0 since $ 
is a projection. Suppose T $ Rx . Then by Proposition 1.6 and the remark 
following it there is an NEJV such that one of the following holds: 
(i) Whenever E = P(M) - P(N), MZ, N, MEN, then 11 ETE IJp = I( T& . 
(ii) Whenever E = P(N) - P(L), NIL, L EM, then )I ETE I& = 11 T [IQ. 
(11 . /IQ is the quotient seminorm induced by RM). 
Assume N satisfies (i). The proof for (ii) is similar. If N has an immediate 
successor in M, denote this by N+ . Then E = P(N+) - P(N) is a minimal 
projection in gx , so by the remark above ETE E 9~) hence ETE = 
#(ETE) = E$(T)E = 0 since E E Yx and #(T) = 0. Contradiction since 
11 ETE lip. = /I T jlQ > 0. So N has no immediate successor. Hence there is a 
decreasing net d of X-intervals converging strongly to 0 each having N as a 
lower end-point such that 11 ETE lip. = 11 T I& for each E E b. So II ETE II > 
]I T Ilo , E E 8. (Note that if H is inseparable we cannot in general take 8 to be 
a sequence.) For fixed E E d the net (E - E’) T(E - E’), E’ E b, converges 
strongly to ETE since for fixed x E H, ETE’x -+ 0, E’TEx + 0, and ]I E’TE’x II < 
II T I/ I/ E’x II -+ 0. So by lower semicontinuity of the norm in the strong operator 
topology, for each E E 8 there exists E’ C E such that ll(E - E’) T(E - E’)ll > 
Q I] T/IQ . Inductively obtain a sequence (setting E,+r = Eb) such that if 
F, = E, - E,+l we have II F,,TF, II > + II T jlp . F, is an X-interval since E,, 
and En,, have the same lower endpoint N, and the F,,‘s are mutually orthogonal. 
Let N, be the lower endpoint of F, . (This is equal to the upper endpoint 
of E,+1 .) N,, is a decreasing sequence in JV bounded below by N. Let N, = 
A N, . Then N, EJV by completeness, N,, > N, and N, # N, all n. If ME&” 
with M3 N,, then for some n we have M > N, 3 N,, so (P(M) - P(N,)) 2 Fk 
for all tz > n. 
Since $(T) = 0 and D = ST, Lemma 2.2 implies that (T, f) = 
MU( U*D( U), f), f E 9’* . If for some n jl F,D(A) F,, j/ < Q 11 T I& for all A E Vx , 
II A II < 1, then F’J.F, ,f) = jK@,u*D(~)F, ,f) = W@J*F,D(u)F, ,f) 
so I(F,TF, , f)l < 8 11 T Ilo 11 f l/i , f E 6p* (where 11 f/Ii is the trace class norm). 
This contradicts the fact that /I F,TF, /j > 4 I] T ljp . 
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So for each n there is an A, E g~f with j] A, 11 = 1 such that 11 F,D(A,) F, I/ > 
$11 T/I,. Let A =CAnFn. The sum converges strongly since the -F, are 
mutually orthogonal and the A, and F, commute. 
Then 
F,D(A) F, = F,(AT - TA) F,, = F,(A,T - TA,) F, 
= FJW) F, 
so IIFJWF, II 3 t II TII, , all a. 
Remark. If this were a compactness argument we could now conclude 
that D(A) is not compact. However, we want to show that D(A) is not in Rx 
thus obtaining a contradiction. This is possible due to the following result 
of Ringrose, [6]. 
THEOREM 2.5 (Ringrose). If A E G& , then A E Rx ;f and only if both 
of the following are satisjied: 
(i) Given NE .K with N # (0) and given E > 0 there exists L E X such 
that L C N and IJ(P(N) - P(L)) A(P(N) - P(L))11 < E. 
(ii) Given N E JV with N # H and given E > 0 there exists M E JV such 
that NC M and II(P(M) - P(N)) A(P(M) - P(N))11 < E. 
Now if D(A) were in Rx , then for some M 3 N,, , M # N,, , we would have 
IIPW’) - J’(W) W)V=P) - VW < a II T/l,. But P’(M) - F4J) IF, 
for some n, hence II F,D(A) F, II < 2 II T jlq, a contradiction. So D(A) is not in 
RN. But D(A) = AB - BA, which is an element of RN by hypothesis. 
This contradiction implies T E RN . Thus B = T + #(B). Recall #(B) EQ~. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.6. The nest J- is multiplicity free if and only if ~~(55’~) is 
maximal abelian in Q?,/Rx , where x GYJ -+ GYx/Rx is the canonical homo- 
morphism. 
Proof. Theorem 2.4 implies that in general T@>) = z-(%~)’ since %$ = 
9~ . So Jlr is multiplicity free iff V> is abelian iff ?r(g~)’ is abelian iff w(%‘JY) 
is maximal abelian in ~&/RN . 
Remark. Let %‘* be the Cc-algebra generated by the projections on the 
members of N. Then f??, is weakly dense in %‘x and is contained in C,(a,) 
by Corollary 1.4. Thus r(VO) lies in the center of GYX/R~ . So it may be some- 
what surprising that in case N is multiplicity free z-(~M) is maximal abelian 
in GI,/RJ. If dim H < CO this merely says that n(%?x) = ~(fl~), as is 
well known. If H is infinite dimensional @x/Rx is never abelian so n(%~) 
is properly contained in GYM/R& . 
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COROLLARY 2.7. C,(6&) C Vx + R.,v and C,(6&) n 9.~ G %-,v. 
Proof. C,(&P) C 9?~ @ RJ- by Theorem 2.4, and Rx C C,(bb), so we 
must show that C,(ax) n 9~ 2 %‘J . I f  B E C,(G&) n 9~ then BA - 
AB E RN for all A E 59~ , and since 9~ n R,+,- = (0) B must commute 
with every operator in 9~ . So B E gv . 
LEMMA 2.8. Every derivation D: VN -+ & has the form D = 6T for 
some TEG&-. 
Proof. Lemma 2.1 implies D = 6T where T is defined by (T, f) = 
M,(U*D(U),f), fs-EP*. For NE-N, 
V’P(W,f) = WW*D(~)P(~),f) 
= K@‘(N) u*D( U) WV, f) 
= (P(N) TWV, f ), f E =% - 
So TP(N) = P(N) TP(N) for every N EN. Hence T E a~ . 
COROLLARY 2.9. Every derivation D: V& -+ RN has the form D = 6T 
for some T E Rx . 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.8 and Theorem 2.4. 
COROLLARY 2.10. The diagonal projection 4 annihilates Rx . The restriction 
of + to %xR is a homomorphism. 
Proof. I f  B E Rx then 6B is a derivation from Vx into RN so our argument 
in Theorem 2.4 shows that B - #(B) E RN . Hence #(B) E RN . But 9~ n 
Rx = (0), so z,b(B) = 0. Th e second statement follows from the first. 
3. PROJECTIONS COMMUTING WITH A NEST ALGEBRA 
MODULO ITS JACOBSON RADICAL 
Let JV be a complete nest of closed subspaces of a separable Hilbert space, 
aZ;, its nest algebra, and Rx its radical. In this section we characterize those 
projections that commute with every member of Q& modulo Rx . 
DEFINITION 3.1. A projection is simple if it is a finite sum of mutually 
orthogonal M-intervals. 
The following remarks are immediate. 
Remark 3.2. The sum of two orthogonal simple projections is simple, 
and so is the orthogonal complement of a simple projection. The product 
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of two simple projections is simple. If EE, is nonsimple with E, E, E VM , 
and if E = El:,tE,, E;,E,EVJY., El 1 E2, then either E,E,, or EzE,, is 
nonsimple. A minimal projection in %N is an X-interval since it obviously 
has the form E = P(M) - P(L) w h ere 44’ = A (N EN: EN # (0)}, L = 
V {N EJY: EN = (0)}. If E, , E, E 9~ with the product E,Ez simple, then 
ErS, is simple for every simple subprojection E of El . 
THEOREM 3.3. A projection E is contained in C,(Q!~) if and only if E is 
simple. 
Proof. C,(cll,) contains all simple projections since P(N) E C,(G&) for 
each NEJY. Conversely, suppose E is non-simple and contained in CR(GYM). 
Corollary 2.7 shows that E E Vx . If N EM, then either P(N)E or P(N’-)E 
is nonsimple. In fact if E’ is an X-interval such that E’E is nonsimple then 
E’ contains a proper sub X-interval E” with E”E nonsimple. (To see this it is 
only necessary to check that if E’ is minimal then E’E must be simple. But 
in this case E’E is either E’ or 0.) 
Let d be a chain of X-intervals maximal with respect to the property that 
E’E is nonsimple, E’ E b. By the above remarks d must be infinite. Let L’, M’ 
designate the lower and upper endpoints, respectively, of E’, and let L = 
V(L’: E’ E&, M = A {M’: E’E~}, E,, = A{E’: E’ E&}. Then E, is an 
X-interval (possibly 0), and E,,E must be simple, for otherwise E,, would 
contain a proper sub-&“-interval E, with E,E nonsimple, thus contradicting 
maximality of b. If E0 # 0 then L, M are the lower and upper endpoints, 
respectively, of E,, . If E,, = 0 then L = M. For each E’ E d we have E’ = 
P(L) E’ + E, + P(k’P) E’, so by the first and last statements in 3.2 at least 
one of the chains {P(L) E’: E’ E a}, {P(Ml) E’: E’ E a} must be infinite and 
have the property that for each of its members E” the product E”E is non- 
simple. Denote this chain by ~9’s . 
We have thus constructed a chain b, of X-intervals decreasing to 0 in the 
strong operator topology with the property that E’E is nonsimple for each 
E’ E b, . Since H is separable the unit ball of 8(H) is completely metrizable 
in the strong operator topology so we can construct an infinite sequence 
En 3 En+, from 6, with E,, -+ 0 strongly. By our construction of d, either 
each E,, has L as an upper endpoint or each E,, has M as a lower endpoint. 
Suppose the former. The proof for the latter is identical. 
Let F, = En - Ei,, , n = 1, 2 ,... . F, is also an M-interval for each n 
because E,, , E,,,, have the same upper endpoint. For each n, E, = Ci>n Fi , 
E,E = &, F,E, E,El = xi>,, FiE1, the sums converging in the strong 
operator topology. Since for each n, E,E # 0, this implies that F,E # 0 for 
infinitely many i. Also, E,EL # 0 for all n since otherwise E, C E SO E,,E 
is simple, a contradiction. So FiE’- # 0 for infinitely many i as well. 
Dropping to a subsequence if necessary we can assume F,E # 0 for (at 
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least) the even n and F,EI # 0 for (at least) the odd n. For each even n let 
U,, be a nonzero partial isometry with support in F,,E and range in F,+,E1, 
and let U = C U, , the sum being over all even n and converging strongly. 
Each U, is obviously in G!x , so U E QCx and has support in E and range 
in El. Hence EU = 0, UE = U, so UE - EU = U. 
For each n, EnUEn is a nonzero partial isometry so has norm 1. The projec- 
tions E, are X-intervals with a common upper endpoint, and E,, -+ 0 strongly. 
An application of Theorem 2.5 now shows that U cannot be in Rx . Hence 
a- 4 CR(ev). Q.E.D. 
4. ESSENTIALLY CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS. THE ALGEBRA bV 
We now turn to a complete characterization of the R-center of the algebra 
T[O, 11, the nest X of which is defined as follows: 
Let p be Lebesgue measure on [0, 11, let H = L2([0, 11; CL) and let Nt = 
L2([0, t]; p), 0 < t < 1. Let .I#” = (IV,: 0 < t < 11. The projections P(N), 
N EJV generate the multiplication algebra La as a von Neumann algebra 
and it is well known that this is a m.a.s.a. So JV is a multiplicity free nest. 
It is a result of Kadison and Singer [3] that every nonatomic multiplicity 
free nest on separable Hilbert space is unitarily equivalent to JV, so this charac- 
terization is applicable to a wide class of nests. We will refer to the algebra 
1[0, l] as just 7. 
DEFINITION 4.0. If felt, then f is esse&zZly Zeft (right) continuous 
at a point t, E [O, l] if it is the equivalence class of a p-measurable function 
that is left (right) continuous at t, . 
Remark. A step function (a finite linear combination of characteristic 
functions of intervals) is thus essentially left continuous and essentially right 
continuous at each point. 
LEMMA 4.1. If f, ( fn) EL* witk 11 fn - f Ijrn --t 0, then if each fn is essentially 
left (rigkt) continuous at a point to E [0, 11, then so is f. 
Proof. Replace fn with the appropriate p-measurable function and replace f
with any function in its equivalence class. Then 11 fn -f &, -+ 0 implies there 
is a p-null set N such that fn --+ f uniformly on [0, l] N N. Each fn is left 
(right) continuous at to . Suppose right continuous, the proof for left continuity 
being the same. We can assume t, < 1. Claim f,,(tJ is a Cauchy sequence 
of complex numbers. Given e > 0, 3 M such that 1 f-(t) - f,Jt)l ( s/3, 
4n, n > M, t E NO. Fix A, m > M. By right continuity of fn and f,,, at t, and 
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by density of Xe in [0, 1] there is a t F NC with Ifa - fPl(t,,)i < l /3 and 
I fmW - fmWl < ~13. Then 
So fn(to) is Cauchy. 
Now let (Y = limfn(to) and modify f by setting f(t) = 01 for t E N u {to}. 
Let F > 0 be given and take n so that If(t) -f*(t)1 < e/3, t E NC u {to}. 
Choose ti > t,, so that Ifn(t) - fJt,,) ( < c/3, t,, < t < t1 . Then if 5 E [to , ti] n NC, 
I f(t) - f(hJl < I f(t) - h(t)1 + I A(t) - .f&)I + I f44J - f(Ml < 6. Since 
f(t) = f(to) for t E N, we have shown that for each Q > 0 3 t, > tu such that 
If(t) -f(t,,)l < 6, t, < t < t, . So f is right continuous at t, . Q.E.D. 
Remark. The definition of left (right) essential continuity at a point makes 
sense for bounded measurable complex valued functions on [0, l] if we say f 
has the property iff its equivalence class in L” has the property. 
DEFINITION 4.2. bV[O, 1] is the linear subspace of La consisting of all 
Lw functions which are essentially left continuous and essentially right con- 
tinuous at every point of [0, 11. 
Remark. 6% is closed, by Lemma 4.1. 
DEFINITION 4.3. If f E L”, then f  is a step function if there is a step function 
on [0, 1] whose equivalence class is f. 
By the above remarks, 859 contains the step functions. Let Y be the closed 
linear span in L” of the step functions. 
LEMMA 4.4. If f~ &V[O, 11, then given E > 0 there is a step function fi 
such that /] f  - fi Ijx < E. Hence dV[O, 1] = Y. 
Proof. Replace f  with an arbitrary bounded measurable function in its 
equivalence class. Fix t E [0, 11. Choose h right continuous at t and g left con- 
tinuous at t such that h = f  a.e., g = f  a.e., and let tit = h(t), fit = g(t). 
If t < 1 choose t, > t such that 1 h(t) - h(s)1 < E, s E [t, tr) and set Et = 
[t, tl). Set El = (1). If t > 0 choose t, < t such that I g(t) - g(s)1 < E, 
s E (tz , t], and set Ft = (tz , t]. Set F,, = (01. Let G, = Ft u Et, a relatively 
open subset of [0, 11. Let Nt be the null set on which h # f or g f f .  Then 
1 f(s) - tit ( < E on E, n N,c and 1 f(s) - /3,/ < E on F$ (I Ntc. The family 
{G,}, 0 < t < 1, covers [0, 1] so a finite subcover Gttl) ,..., Gt(,) suffices. 
An obvious construction now gives finite sets of intervals (F,}, (E& which 
form a partition of [0, l] such that Fig CF,(,, and Elf C Etti) , all i, j. 
Now define fr = xi,? atu)x(Eii) + Ci,i &x(F,,), a step function, and 
define N = IJi Ntta) , a null set. If t E [0, I] N N then t E & or Fij some i, j. 
Say t EEij. Th en t E Etci) n NFci, so j f(t) - fi(t)l < E. Similarly If(t) -_ 
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fI(t)l < E if t eFij . So If(t) -fi(t)j < E, t E NC. Hence /if -fr Ilrn < e. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. L”(,u) is a von Neumann algebra under pointwise multiplication 
of equivalence classes, and since the linear subspace of step functions is closed 
under multiplication, so is its closure 9’. Y is clearly self-adjoint, hence is a 
C*-subalgebra of La. This shows: 
COROLLARY 4.5. c%?[O, l] . as a C*-subalgebra of L”(p). In fact it is the norm 
closed subalgebra of L” generated by the step functions. 
Remark. Every step function is continuous a.e. (y). Also, if f ,  (fJ ELM 
with fn -+ f ,  and if every fn , as an equivalence class, has a representative 
which is continuous a.e., then f has the same property. (This is easily verified.) 
Hence every member of dV has a representative which is continuous a.e. 
The converse is false, however. The function f defined by f(0) = 0 and 
f(t) = sin(l/t), 0 < t < 1 is continuous a.e. yet is clearly not essentially 
right continuous at 0. 
5. THE CHARACTERIZATION OF CR(7[0, 11) 
We know that if f  is a step function in L”(p) then L, E C,(T). (Just note that 
characteristic functions of intervals correspond to the &‘--intervals.) CR(~) is a 
closed subalgebra of T, so Lf E C,(T) for all f  E &%[O, l] since the map f  -+ L, , 
L”(p) ---f Z(H), is a *-isomorphism, hence isometric. 
We will show that every operator in go n C,(r) has this form. First we 
require some additional definitions and lemmas. 
DEFINITION 5.1. If f  is a bounded measurable complex valued func- 
tion on [O, 11, and if E is a measurable subset of [0, 11, define S(f; E) = 
inf, sup{1 f(t) - f(s)I: t, s E E N N) where iV ranges over all p-null subsets 
of E. 
DEFINITION 5.2. For 0 < t,, < 1 define the left essential oscillation off at 
the point to by sL,(f; to) = lim,+- S(f; [t, t,,]). This limit clearly exists. For 
0 < to < 1 define the right essential oscillation off at the point t, by sZ,(f; to) = 
lim t+to+ S(f; [t, , t]). Also, define .0,(f; 0) = 0 = a,(f; 1). 
Remark. Iff = g a.e. (p), then clearly S(f; E) = 6(g; I?) for every E C [0, 11, 
and sZ,(f; to) = sl,(g; t,,), QR(f; to) = Q,(g; t,,), for every t,, E [0, I]. So these 
definitions can be extended to members of Lm(p). 
LEMMA 5.3. QR(f; to) = 0 if and only i f f  is essentially right contintlous at t,, 
and Q& to) = 0 if and only if f  is essentially left continuous at t,, . 
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Proof. The “if” part is obvious. So suppose sZ,(f; t,) = 0. If t, = 1 we 
are done so assume t, < 1. There exists a sequence s, > s,+r converging to 
t, with s, > to all n such that S(f; [t ,, , s,J) < 1/2n each n. So there exist null 
sets N, such that sup{lf(t) -f(s)\: t, s E [t, , s,J -N,,} < I/n. Let N = 
UnNn, a p-null set. For each 71 pick sk E (c+r , s,) A NC. Then f(~:) is a 
Cauchy sequence of complex numbers. Letf, = limf(sl). Then 1 f(t) - f, 1 < 
l/n whenever t E [to , s,J N N. Hence if J is the modification off obtained by 
setting f(t) = f0 , t E N, then J is right continuous at t, . So f is essentially 
right continuous at is, An analogous argument shows that QL(f; t,,) = 0 
impliesf is essentially left continuous at t, . Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let f  be a nonnegative bounded measurable function on [0, I]. 
I f  %(A to) # 0 f  or some to < 1 thue exists M > 0 and E > 0 such that for 
every t, > t, the sets {t E [t, , t,]: f(t) 2 M + l > and{t E [t, , t,]: f(t) < M - c> 
both have positive measure. If  S,(fi to) # 0 for some t, > 0 there exists L > 0 
and 8 > 0 such thatfor t, < t, the sets{t E [tl , to]: f(t) >, L + 6) and{t E [tl , to]: 
f(t) < L - S} both have positive measure. 
Proof. Suppose J2,(f; to) # 0 for some t, < 1. For t > t, define K, = 
inf, sup{ f(s): s E [to , t] N N}, where N ranges over all p-null subsets of 
[to , t]. Let K = limt,t,+ Kt . Recalling the definition of J2,(fi to), for each 
tl > t, the sets (t E [t, , tJ:f(t) > K - &?& t,)) and (t E [t, , tJ:f(t) < 
K - wQ,(f; to)3 must have positive measure, So let M = K - &,(f; to) 
and E = $Sr,(f; to). 
If Q&-i 43) # 0 f or some t, > 0 an analogous argument yields positive 
numbers L and 6. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If 0& is an arbitrary nest algebra it is not clear that %x n C,(02~-) 
is self-adjoint, although intuitively one might conjecture that this is so. Hence 
the following lemma is stronger than might be expected. 
IfJfELm(l) let Lf denote the corresponding multiplication operator on L2(p). 
LEMMA 5.5. 1ffe L”(p) and ifLr E CR(~) then ) f  1 E 6%. So Li,l E C,(T). 
Proof. If [ f  1 # &‘V then for some t, either Qs( j f  /; t,) # 0 or sZ,(/ f /; to) # 0. 
Suppose In,(( f  /; to) # 0. Then t,, < I, so by Lemma 5.4 there exist positive 
numbers M, c such that for each t’ > t, the sets Gt* = (t E (to , t’]: If I(t) 3 
M + e} and Ht, = {t E (to, t’]: If I(t) < M - 6) have positive measure. Let 
t(n) be a decreasing sequence converging to t, , and let 1, = [t(n + I), t(n)) 
and E, = [to, t(n)). Let Gk = 1, n Gt(,) and Hi = 1, n Ht(,) . Then G1(,) = 
UT=, Gi and H,(,) = Ukn Hi’ . 
Since each Gt(,,) and Httn) have positive measure, infinitely many of the 
G; and infinitely many of the Hi must have positive measure. By dropping 
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to a subsequence if necessary we can assume Gi has positive measure for (at 
least) the even i and Hi has positive measure for (at least) the odd i. 
Let I,, , i?,, , Gi , ir;. denote the projections corresponding to multiplication 
by the characteristic functions of 1, , En , Gj , Hi respectively. Using the same 
notation for the range spaces of these projections, for each even i let Vi be a 
nonzero partial isometry from Gi into pii,, . Then Vi E 7 since its range is 
contained in the member Nl,ti+i) of the nest of 7 and its support is contained 
in M$+l, . Let U = C Vi, the sum being over all even i and converging in 
the strong operator topology. Then U E 7 since T is strongly closed. 
Since If / > M + E on GL we have (for even n) 11 U,L, /j = (1 U,,(?‘,,L, 11 > 
M + B. Also, since 1 f / < M - E on HA,, we have /I L,U, 1) = /I L$&+,U, 1) < 
M - E. So for n even, 
II UnL, - JVJ, II 3 I II UJ, II - IIL,Un II I 3 KM + c> - P’ - 41 = 2~. 
And since L, commutes with each of the projections G, , it, we have for tn 
even, and summing over even n, 
Il‘%(ULf -L,w%/l = // 1 CUraL, --Lfq 
n>m 
= sup /I U,L, - Lf u, I/ > 2E. 
Now if we let N = L2([0, to] ; p), and if Nr is any member of the nest of 7 
that contains N, then (P(N,) - P(N)) contains some &, as a subprojection. 
An application of Theorem 2.5 now shows that UL, - L,U cannot be in Rx. 
Hence L, 4 CR(~), a contradiction. So we must have GR(l f j; t,) = 0 for each 
to E LO, 11. 
Essentially the same argument, with the sequence (t,J increasing rather 
than decreasing, shows that Q,(lf I; to) = 0, to E [0, I]. Hence Lemma 5.3 
implies that ) f 1 E c%?. So L,,I E CR(~). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.6. Iff ELM, then L, E C,(T) ;f and only ;ff E 6%‘. 
Proof. We know C,(T) contains L, for every f E 8%. Suppose L, E C,(T). 
Choose a scalar 01 so that Lf + CJ is invertible in CR(~), and let A = Lf + ml. 
Then A E CR(~), and we have 1 f + 01 )E &‘Y: by Lemma 5.5, hence 1 A 1 E CR(~). 
So A* = I A I2 A-l E CR(~). Considering the real and imaginary parts of fp 
it thus suffices to show that the theorem is valid for real f. In this case take 
a! > 0 so that f + 01 is positive. Then Lffa E CR(~) and Lemma 5.5 implies 
that f + (L E &‘Q, so f E 6%‘. Q.E.D. 
It is convenient to use the same notation b%? for the set of operators 
{L,: f E &Z}, With this notation we have: 
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COROLLARY 5.7. C,(T) = 8% @RAT . 
Proof. By Corollary 2.7, CR(~) L Vx + R~fr . So since RN C CR(~), since 
g-z+- n RN = (O), and since VM = {L,: f ELm}, the result follows from 
Theorem 5.6. 
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